
2020 VTS Volunteer Round Up:
MISHPOCHA VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES FOR THIS YEARS

Ask  your  boss  for  the  t ime  off  today

Monday ,  July 13th

through

Fr iday ,  July 17th

T h i s  Y e a r  S l e e p  I n

VTS does not begin until 9:00am!



Volunteer ACTIVITEY Gauges:

Each volunteer position will demand different levels of
energy, Time, creativity, strength, and wisdom.

Watch your gauges for each available volunteer position to 
determine the right volunteer place for you to give to this years 

Rocky Mtn. Railroad “OBEDIENCE” VTS.

Very Low:
This requires a 

very small amount 
of this strength.

Low:
This requires a little 

of this strength.

Moderate:
This requires a fair 

amount of this 
strength.

High:
This requires a lot 
of this strength.

Very High:
This requires a large 

amount of this 
strength.

We have rated each volunteer role for the attributes, physical and logistical 
requirements needed.  Use these gauges found at the bottom of each 

volunteer description page, to determine the amount of energy, time, creativity, 
strength, and wisdom you will need to successfully function in this role.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
sacrifice is needed.



Vo l u n t e e r  A C T I V I T E Y  G a u g e s :

What you can expect when we say:
energy: how much physical and emotional steam is needed.

Very Low:
You will be able to 
sit relaxed all day.

Low:
Mostly sitting, 15 

minutes of low
level activity.

Moderate:
Walking or standing for 
30+ minute periods.

High:
Walking, standing, 

for an hour or more. 

Very High:
Standing all the time, 

walking or running often.

Time: how much overall time is needed.
Very Low:
½-2 hours/ no more 
than 2 total hours

Low:
½ - 1 hour a day no 

more than 5 hours total

Moderate:
3 hours a day/ 15 

hours total

High:
More than 5 hours a 
day/25 hours total

Very High:
9-5 M-F +/

40 hours total

Each volunteer position will demand different levels of
energy, Time, creativity, strength, and wisdom.

We have installed gauges on each volunteer role that you can 
participate in for this years

Rocky Mtn. Railroad “OBEDIENCE” VTS.

But what very high energy means to you, may not mean
what it does to your 10 year old, or your grandmother. 

So what does Very H igh Energy mean when we place it on a 
volunteer sheet here?  It means you are probably going to run!

For more i l luminat ing def ini t ions
please see the charts below.



Vo l u n t e e r  A C T I V I T E Y  G a u g e s :

Creativity: how much improvisation is needed.

Very Low:
Explicit instructions 
no need to improvise.

Low:
Detailed instructions, 
may need to define.

Moderate:
General instructions, 
may want to expand.

High:
Broad instructions,

but may change
up as needed. 

Very High:
Improvisation required and 
a willingness to go where 

The Ruach leads.

Strength: how much physicality is needed.

Very Low:
a clipboard and 

pencils/>1 lb

Low:
a copy of Torah and 
some papers/5 lbs.

Moderate:
a few copies of Torah, 

someone’s water 
bottles/10 lbs.

High:
a couple gallons of tea and 
bag of potatoes/25 lbs.

Very High:
a five gallon bucket of 

water/40+ lbs.

Wisdom: how much thoughtful sacrifice is needed.

Very Low:
Shabbat School, I 

have understanding

Low:
1 am a 

BELIEVER

Moderate:
Several years of faith,

I walk my talk.

High:
Solid in the faith 

many years.

Very High:
Yeshiva level, 

years of study

We hope this helps you decide what roles you would like to 
take on for this years VTS.  These gauges should never 
discourage, only inform.  If you have any questions about a 
particular role please speak with Catherine or Rivkah about it.



What am I signing on for: Kit maker

EngineersWe are calling you:

Finish the kits according to the commitment(s) you make.
We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love— through the journals and the crafts!  
Ask HIM to prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part 
of VTS.  That they would be delighted with the theming and that it 
would add to, and not distract from, the message HE wants them to 
receive. 

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule and only sign out the packets that you have 
time to complete.

Prepare: Read through each set of directions and write down any 
questions or concerns you may have in regards to the procedure.

Someone who can cut out stickers for the journals, and put kits 
together for the crafts each day.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Show up as you commit, sign out your packets, read through 
the instructions, communicate with Rivkah or Catherine if there are any 
instructions that you do not understand, complete the task, return the 
packet on or before the due date, and sign out another if desired. 

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:Work at home, simple and enjoyable. Repetitious, with the possibility of being 
tedious, time consuming, detailed work.

Note: Varies due to 
individual commitment.



What am I signing on for: Songleaders

FlagmenWe are calling you:

On the 3 dates listed on the Flagmen schedule, as well as 
rehearsing at home, and the days during VTS that you 
personally commit to.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love— music and movement!  Ask HIM to 
prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  
That they would be excited and enthusiastic and that they would really 
enjoy it, and it will make the message of Yeshua memorable and real for 
them. 

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule commit to the 3 dates, the home rehearsal 
time, and the dates of the VTS week.

Prepare: Watch through each set of directions and write down any 
questions you may have in regards to the movements.  Show up for the 
introduction, rehearse at home a minimum of 45 minutes a week. 
Learn the songs and coordinated movements. Show up for evaluation,& 
last rehearsal. 

Someone who is highly enthusiastic, enjoys music, can easily do 
the movements that accompany each song and can get the 
yeladim excited about doing the same.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Communicate with Catherine for needed information and 
instruction. Seek out clarification if needed, and/or further instruction if 
necessary.  BE EXCITED!!!  BE ENCOURAGING!!!  Show up as you 
commit, and be aware of where you are on stage, or elsewhere in 
relation to space and others, so as not to cause harm to yourself, others, 
or equipment.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
High energy, amazing fun!  
Encouraging, joyful and worshipful  
KINGDOM work. 

High energy, ”on-stage”, time consuming, 
requires self motivated rehearsing.

Note: Spread out
over several months and 

varies in relation to 
commitment made.



What am I signing on for: Photographer

Shed BasherWe are calling you:

Everyday on the days during VTS that you personally 
commit to.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love!  Ask HIM to prepare the hearts of the 
yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  That they would be excited 
and enthusiastic, and the pictures of themselves and their friends will 
recall the message and love of Yeshua to them in the years to come. 

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule commit to the dates during the VTS week.

Prepare: Read through your set of general directions, and instructions 
for each day and write down any questions you may have in regards to 
the shots desired.  Walk the grounds with the map and plan where you 
will stand or move for each group of shots, familiarize yourself with the 
names and appearance of each “Troop” and introduce yourself to the 
Troops conductors.

Someone energetic who is loves photography, enjoys going about 
taking staged and candid pictures.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Communicate with Rivkah for needed information and 
instruction. Seek out clarification if needed, and/or further instruction if 
necessary. Show up as you commit, and be aware of where you are on 
stage, or elsewhere in relation to space and others, so as not to cause 
harm to yourself, others, or equipment.  You may also want to 
coordinate with Catherine and show up for at leas the last rehearsal to 
plan shots for the music and movement portions.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
Making memories that the yeladim, 
and other volunteers will cherish! Fun 
outdoor KINGDOM work. 

You will not be in many of the photo 
memories yourself. Potential to be tiring, 
outdoor (hot) work.  Time commitment. 

Note: May be split 
between one or more 

person.  Varies in relation 
to commitment made.



What am I signing on for: Set Builder/Themer

FiremenWe are calling you:

For one or more set building shift(s) during the months 
of June & July according to the commitment you make.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love—and for HIS help in a smooth and safe  
set up and tear down of the theming decor!  Ask HIM to prepare the 
hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  That they 
would be delighted with the theming and that it would add to, and not 
distract from, the message HE wants them to receive. 

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule and only commit to the times you can be 
there.  

Prepare: Read through design schematics that Catherine provides and 
write down any questions or concerns you may have in regards to the 
application.

Someone who has an artistic mind and some skill with building, 
painting, crafting and set building.  Someone who enjoys 
transforming the everyday, into the exciting and thrilling, and is a 
team player.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Show up as you commit, assist the team in whatever is 
required to complete the task.  Work together to bring the stage sets, 
classroom, and campfire theming to completion, and contribute to the 
creativity and energy of the group.  

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
The joy of watching a dramatic set 
come to life as exciting place for the 
yeladim to learn and deepen their 
relationship with Yeshua.

Potential to demand physicality, may 
need a lot of problem solving on the fly 
“this isn’t working...yet” creativity.

Note: dependent on how 
many people we can split 
the time with.



What am I signing on for: Chefs & Cooks

BoilermenWe are calling you:

For one or more days to set up snacks, prepare and 
serve lunches for the yeladim and volunteers during the 
VTS July 13th -17th according to the commitment you 
make.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love—yes even with lunch!  Ask HIM to 
prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  
That they would be adventurous to taste new things and that the 
lovingly prepared lunches would reinforce the message HE wants them 
to receive. 

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule and only commit to the times you can be 
there.  Read through the recipes and ask if they are not clear.  Read 
through the lunch schedules and familiarize  yourself with the scripts 
that go along with each day.

Prepare: Make sure you are familiar with the layout of the Fellowship 
Hall “kitchen” have or can easily obtain all the tools & supplies you need 
each day.  Make certain that you are comfortable using the various tools 
required.

Someone who is passionate about G-Ds nourishment and enjoys 
cooking, food preparation, and serving...oh and maybe a little 
acting...Yep!  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Show up as you commit, be prepared to begin and complete 
each task on-time and independently if needed.  

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
Cooking for the grateful troops is really 
rewarding, our yeladim love to eat and 
in the past have been pretty open to 
try new things.

Potential to demand physicality, Lots of 
time on your feet, and fast paced work.

Note: dependent on how 
many people we can split 
the time with.



What am I signing on for: Games Leader

Station Master: LocoMotion GamesWe are calling you:

From 9-5 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th

unless you would like to pair up with another person 
and split the week or the day* (see People below)

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love—yes, even through games! Ask HIM to 
prepare your heart and the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be 
part of VTS.

Your duties:

Plan After you’ve read through the games you’ll play each day, prepare 
and set up for those activities before the troops arrive so you can 
transition between games quickly and smoothly.

Prepare gather all the needed supplies from the synagogue, and 
borrow ones that we do not have from members, make sure you know 
where to locate a water source, and can operate it safely.

Enthusiastic- energetic- in fairly good health, & able to be 
outdoors most of the day.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People* Recruit assistants! They will be invaluable to your station’s 
success and cheerleaders who help keep troop members involved and 
having fun!  You will want at least two persons to assist you each day.  
This can be one or several different people. (if they are over 18 they will 
need a background check so please get this done early.) You may also if you 
choose, decide to split the day with another volunteer, coming in for the 
morning games 9am-12:15, or just the evening games from 1:30-5pm.  
Or you may split the week, coming in on Monday Wednesday and 
Friday, or whatever split of the days you work out with the other 
committed volunteer.  Please keep Catherine and/or Rivkah apprised of 
schedule.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
sacrifice is needed.

Pros: Cons:High energy fun! Amazing insight and joy! 
You get to be outdoors all day! You will 
get wet!  You spend lots of time with the 
yeladim and will be a hero!

Exhausting! High level of attention needed to 
keep kids on task! You must be outdoors all 
day!  You will get wet!

Note: can be split



What am I signing on for: Games Assistant

Station Hand: LocoMotion GamesWe are calling you:

From 10:45-4:15 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th

Unless you make part time arrangements with your Station 
Master (Games Leader) prior to the beginning of VTS

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love—yes, even through games! Ask HIM to 
prepare your heart and the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be 
part of VTS.

Your duties:

Plan After you’ve read through the games you’ll play each day, prepare 
and set up for those activities before the troops arrive so you can 
transition between games quickly and smoothly. Follow the directions 
of you Station Master.
Prepare gather all the needed supplies from the synagogue, and 
borrow ones that we do not have from members, make sure you know 
where to locate a water source, and can operate it safely.

Enthusiastic- energetic- in fairly good health, & able to be 
outdoors in the heat most of the day.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People* Follow the directions of you Station Master. You may choose 
to split the day with another volunteer, coming in for the morning games 
10:00am-12:15, or just the evening games from 1:30-4:30pm.  Or you 
may split the week, coming in on Monday Wednesday and Friday, or 
whatever split of the days you work out with the Station Master.  Please 
keep Catherine and/or Rivkah apprised of schedule.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
sacrifice is needed.

Pros: Cons:High energy fun! Amazing insight and joy! 
You get to be outdoors all day! You will 
get wet!  You spend lots of time with the 
yeladim and will be a hero!

Exhausting! High level of attention needed to 
keep kids on task! You must be outdoors!  
You will get wet! To ensure safety: must 
follow directions!

Note: can be split



What am I signing on for: Security

ManagerWe are calling you:

From 9-5 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th

unless you would like to pair up with another person 
and split the week or the day* (see People below)

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D will reach them with the life-
changing message of His love—yes, because you will be keeping them 
safe from harm and responding to any emergency that may occur. Ask 
HIM to prepare your heart and the hearts of the yeladim and leaders 
who’ll be part of VTS.  Pray that no weapon formed against them will 
prosper.

Your duties:

Plan Familiarize yourself with the synagogue inside and outside. 
Memorize the schedule, and have a plan in case of emergency during 
any time of the day, taking into consideration where yeladim and 
volunteers will be during transition times.

Prepare Get with Brit Ahm security team (if not already a member) and 
learn about procedures and protocols.

Vigilant- watchful-energetic- wise- in fairly good health, & able to 
be outdoors most of the day.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People* Consult with Rabbi and those who regularly volunteer as 
security at Brit Ahm.  You will want at least two persons to assist you 
each day.  This can be one or several different people.  You may also if 
you choose, decide to split the day with other volunteers, coordinate 
times and make certain that leadership confirms and approves of all 
details.  Make Rivkah and/or Catherine aware of schedules, and shift 
changes.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
sacrifice is needed.

Pros: Cons:Knowing that your presence will deter the 
enemy.

Boring/unless it is too exciting! High level of 
attention needed to patrol the grounds! You 
must be outdoors all day!  You will get hot!

Note: can be split, 
please coordinate with 
BA security team



What am I signing on for: Food Donation

Dining Car PortersWe are calling you:

On the date shown on the porter card with the items 
that you signed up to bring.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love— yes, even through, and even especially 
through lunch!  Ask HIM to prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders 
who’ll be part of VTS.  That they would be nourished with the food and 
the teachings that they will receive.

Your duties:

Plan make sure your budget can absorb the cost of the items before 
you commit, also that you have the time to purchase and deliver them.  

Prepare Go shopping for the items a day or two before the drop-off 
date on your porter card.

Generous in love for G-D and the yeladim - able to procure the 
supplies requested.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People If your schedule changes and does not permit dropping it off on 
Shabbat or during office hours (8-5 M-Thurs) please make arraignments 
aforehand with someone in the office.  Please make certain that you 
communicate with Catherine, Rivkah, or the indicated Boilerman (Head 
Kitchen Leader) when you drop off your supplies, so that we know to 
check them off the list.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
Knowing that you are providing 
healthy relevant food that will expand 
their pallets and understanding of the 
region, and G-Ds creation!! Also 
SHOPPING!

Shopping!  Schlepping and Shopping.

Note: we can help you 
schlepp from your car.



What am I signing on for: Materials & Equipment Donation

RailfanWe are calling you:

On the date shown on the railfan card with the items 
that you signed up to bring.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love!  Ask HIM to prepare the hearts of the 
yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  That they would be 
encouraged and taught by the lessons that they will receive.

Your duties:

Plan make sure your budget can absorb the cost of the items (donation) 
or will not need the use of the item(s) for the duration of the VTS week 
(or as required) before you commit, also that you have the time to 
deliver them, and pick them up again.  

Prepare Go shopping for, or otherwise acquire, the items a day or two 
before the drop-off date on your railfan card.

Generous in love for G-D and the yeladim - able to produce for 
loan or donation the supplies requested.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People If your schedule changes and does not permit dropping it off on 
Shabbat or during office hours (8-5 M-Thurs) please make arraignments 
aforehand with someone in the office.  Please make certain that you 
communicate with Catherine, Rivkah, or Rabbi when you drop off 
materials or supplies, so that we know to check them off the list.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
Knowing that you are providing 
themeing and other details that will 
create an exciting and memorable 
setting for the yeladim to experience 
the truth of G-Ds word! Also SHOPPING!

Shopping!  Schlepping, worrying and 
loaning. (that things will be returned in good 
condition)

Note: we can help you 
schlepp from your car.



What am I signing on for: Welcome Table Staff

Ticket AgentWe are calling you:

For one or more morning and/or evening shift(s) on July 
13th - 17th according to the commitment you make.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend. G-D can reach them with the life-
changing message of His love— and that you have grace to show them 
that love and patience first thing in the morning!  Ask HIM to prepare the 
hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  That they 
would feel welcomed with the greetings and bold to come to HIM.

Your duties:

Plan Check your schedule and only commit to the times you can be 
there.  

Prepare Read through the sign in/ sign out procedures.  Read and 
understand the daily schedules so you can properly direct all who need 
the information.  Understand you may need to challenge unknown 
people who may or may not have a legitimate reason for being at the 
synagogue during VTS

Someone who has a welcoming smile, a heart for families, is 
organized, able to keep a cool head under pressure, and is a 
great communicator.  See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Show them that love first thing in the morning as you welcome 
them to VTS /or/ Sign them out with love asking how their day went, 
and engaging them in conversation as possible.  Make sure every 
parent diligently signs them in and out each day per security guidelines.  
Be cheerful, as you are the first and last person they will have contact 
with each day of VTS.  You will largely have to work independently and 
make on the spot decisions to keep everything orderly and happy at the 
welcome desk.  

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
The joy of meeting and greeting 
people who may not even have a 
relationship with our synagogue or 
G-D!  Knowing EVERYTHING!!!

The responsibility for being the “face” of 
our VTS and our synagogue for some 
parents. Potential to be stressful and high 
pressure.

Note: dependent on how 
many people we can split 
the time with.



What am I signing on for: Community Liaison

SignalmanWe are calling you:

As often as you can, to places you already go.
We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend, that they will be blessed them with 
the life-changing message of His love—and that He might use YOU and 
your community contacts to reach the unreached families of Pensacola!  
Ask HIM to prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part 
of VTS.  That HE would prepare each heart to receive the message of 
obedience and the full besora of Yeshua. 

Your duties:

Plan make a list of places you know about that will allow you to place 
out VTS posters up. 

Prepare: Request the number of fliers you will need for your areas of 
influence at the office.  You may want to purchase tape or pushpins.  
Find out all that you can about VTS so you can answer questions.

Someone is active in the community at large. You frequent a local 
coffee shop, you know of many local notice boards, perhaps you 
have a good relationship with your dentist and she will let you 
post a flyer in the waiting room.   See gauges below.

You need to be:

People: Speak with decisionmakers in the community before posting, 
and be prepared to field questions about our VTS, about Brit Ahm 
Synagogue, about Messianic Judaism, and B”H about Yeshua!

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
The blessing of reaching hearts and 
souls in our community. Meeting new 
people. Strengthening the ties with 
Pensacola.

Possibility for many rejections, potential 
for a lot of legwork.

Note: this position 
cannot be split.



What am I signing on for: Craft Leader

Station Master: Engineering SchoolWe are calling you:
We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend, that they will be blessed them with 
the life-changing message of His love—even through crafting!  Ask HIM 
to prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  
That HE would prepare each heart to receive the message of obedience 
and the full besora of Yeshua. 

Your duties:

Plan Make sure you can get the time off of work.  Read through the 
entire leader packet, memorize the bible verses, and create samples of 
each craft, so you are familiar with each process.

Prepare: Consider your own faith and write down positive instances 
from your own life to share with the yeladim. Be prepared to walk the 
yeladim through each aspect of the craft

Someone who has a heart for G-D and yeladim, and finds 
enjoyment in crafting and being creative.  This You will instruct 
each troop in the craft of the day guide them through each activity 
and reinforce each days verses and theme.    See gauges below.

You need to be:

People You may want to split up the week with another person.  You 
will want to recruit assistants whom also enjoy crafts to help (note if 
they are 18+ they will also require a background check).  Call on the 
yeladim by name, stay positive and cheer them through each activity, 
and be ready to field questions.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
“Tons of FUN” Crafting, watching the 
yeladim as they make connections 
and enjoy hands-on learning.

Crafting.  The amount of time needed.  
Having to be “on-stage” for most of the 
day.  Not much time for relationship 
building as it is very fast paced. Messy!

Note: this position 
can be split.

From 9-5 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th

unless you would like to pair up with another person 
and split the week or the day* (see People below)



What am I signing on for: Craft Assistant

Station Hand: Engineering SchoolWe are calling you:
We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend, that they will be blessed them with 
the life-changing message of His love—even through crafting!  Ask HIM 
to prepare the hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  
That HE would prepare each heart to receive the message of obedience 
and the full besora of Yeshua. 

Your duties:

Plan Make sure you can get the time off of work.  Read through the 
entire volunteer packet, memorize the bible verses, familiarize yourself 
with each process.

Prepare: Consider your own faith and write down positive instances 
from your own life to share with the yeladim. Be prepared to walk the 
yeladim through each aspect of the craft showing patience.

Someone who has a heart for G-D and yeladim, and finds 
enjoyment in crafting and being creative. You will assist each 
troop in the craft of the day guide them through each activity and 
reinforce each days verses and theme.    See gauges below.

You need to be:

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
“Tons of FUN” Crafting, watching the 
yeladim as they make connections 
and enjoy hands-on learning.

Crafting.  You must have patience with 
the yeladim. The time required. Messy!

Note: this position 
can be split.

From 10:45-4:15 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th

Unless you make part time arrangements with your Station 
Master (Games Leader) prior to the beginning of VTS

People* Follow the directions of you Station Master. You may choose 
to split the day with another volunteer, coming in for the morning games 
10:00am-12:15, or just the evening games from 1:30-4:30pm.  Or you 
may split the week, coming in on Monday Wednesday and Friday, or 
whatever split of the days you work out with the Station Master.  Please 
keep Catherine and/or Rivkah apprised of schedule.



What am I signing on for: Troop Leader

ConductorsWe are calling you:

From 9-5 Monday through Friday on July 13th - 17th.  
Every day without exception.

We expect you to show up:

Pray for the yeladim who’ll attend, that they will be blessed them with 
the life-changing message of His love—and that He might use YOU to 
reach the unreached families of Pensacola!  Ask HIM to prepare the 
hearts of the yeladim and leaders who’ll be part of VTS.  That HE would 
prepare each heart to receive the message of obedience and the full 
besora of Yeshua. 

Your duties:

Plan Make sure you can get the time off of work.  Read your entire 
leader packet, memorize the bible verses, study the campfire chats so 
you can improvise if desired or needed. 

Prepare: Independently study your bible and consider your own faith 
walk in obedience to G-D, write down positive instances from your own 
life to share with your troop. Be ready to help a child understand who 
Yeshua is, and how they can receive the gift that HE offers to all.

Someone who has a serious heart for G-D and yeladim, and a 
solid understanding of our faith and how it is walked out.  This is 
the most hands on, hardworking job of the whole VTS, the faint of 
heart need not apply.  You will shepherd your troop through each 
activity and teach at every opportunity.    See gauges below.

You need to be:

People Recruit an assistant whom you trust to help (note if they are 
18+ they will also require a background check).  Get to know your troop 
by name, find out what their relationship with G-D is already like, cheer 
them through each activity, and be ready to teach and to field questions.

Energy:
how much physical 
steam is needed.

Time:
how much overall 
time is needed.

Creativity:
how much improvisation 

is needed.

Strength:
how much physicality 

is needed.

Wisdom:
how much thoughtful 
patience is needed.

Pros: Cons:
The blessing of shepherding the 
yeladim as they learn and deepen 
their relationship with Yeshua.

High energy and time demands, it will be 
work every day until you go back to your 
day job. A lot of reading and study.

Note: this position 
cannot be split.


